In this paper we investigate the charactisation of n power class (Q) operators on Hilbert space using MATLAB.
I. INTRODUCTION
and (2) are same. From the output we can verify that( ) ( ) (( ) ( ) ) . Hence S+ T is 2 power class (Q), Equations (3) and (4) are not equal.. Hence S+T is not normal. Definition:Hadamard matrices are matrices of 1's and -1's whose columns are orthogonal, H'*H = n*I where [n n]=size(H) and I = eye(n,n). An n n Hadamard matrix with n > 2 exists only if rem(n,4) = 0. This function handles only the cases where n, n/12, or n/20 is a power of 2. Examples The command hadamard (4) produces the 4-by-4 matrix:
Consider Hadamard matrix of order 40. Here n = 40 and (power of 2). We verify this matrix of order 40belongs to 40power Class (Q) t = hadamard(40); tstar = t; tstarsq= tstar*tstar; tpow80=t^80; L = tstarsq*tpow80 …………(1) tpow40=t^40; S = tstar*tpow40; V = S*S …………(2) On executing this program, equations (1)and (2) (1) and (2) On executing this program, equations (1) and (2) (1) and (2) are same. From the output we can verify that RR* = R* R. Hence R is normal. Similarly, On executing this program, equations (3) and (4) (1) and (2) are same. From the output we can verify that. ( ) . Hence T is 2 power class (Q.) . Equations (3) and (4) are not same. From the output we can verify that.
( ) . Hence T is not 3 power class (Q).
Program No 8
Consider the operators (1) and (2) 
